The kinetics of affinity-mediated cell-surface attachment.
Data and a semi-empirical model are presented that describe the affinity interaction of yeast cells with a Concanavalin A derivatised surface. The model uses 3 parameters to describe the time course of cell attachment from a flowing suspension of yeast cells, over a range of flow rates, and gives an effective global fit to the data obtained. Further modifications allow the effects of a soluble competitor (glucose) on binding to be quantified in terms of a saturation effect, and an effective global fit is obtained. A comparison was made between the relationship between steady-state attached fraction and applied shear with similar data reported earlier (Ming, F. et al, 1998) for the detachment of pre-adsorbed cells. This shows that there is an order of magnitude difference between the forces required to effect complete detachment in the two systems, and that the nature of the relationship between shear and attached fraction is profoundly different. The magnitude of this time-dependent stabilization might be explained in terms of a progressive reorientation of cell relative to the surface such that the number of bonds is maximized.